COMMUNICATION INTERNSHIPS

PRE-COMMUNICATION
Transfer-oriented degree

PRE COMMUNICATION PROGRAM STRENGTHS

Communication focuses on discourse among people and within organizations and social institutions. Communication faculty members share a distinctive focus on contemporary social problems. The pre-communication program at University of Cincinnati Blue Ash College (UCBA) covers issues of voice, identity, public participation and advocacy/leadership across communication domains including interpersonal, organizational, political, rhetorical, environmental, health and mediated communication.

Skills:
- Critical-thinking
- Writing
- Public Speaking
- Listening
- Oral Communication
- Understanding of society and how to improve social institutions and the well-being of individuals
- Ability to work with people and groups in a variety of fields

Coursework in:
- Public Speaking
- Foreign Language
- Persuasion and Civic Engagement
- Communication in Problem-Solving Groups
- Media Literacy
- Mass Communication
- Public Relations
- Business Communication